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Predictors of User Perceptions of Web Recommender Systems:
How the Basis for Generating Experience and Search Product Recommendations Affects User
Responses

Abstract
One critical question suggested by Web 2.0 is: When is it better to leverage the knowledge of
other users versus rely on the product-characteristic-based metrics for online product
recommenders? Three recent and notable changes of recommender systems have been: (1) a shift
from characteristic-based recommendation algorithms to social-based recommendation
algorithms; (2) an increase in the number of dimensions on which algorithms are based; and (3)
availability of products that cannot be examined for quality before purchase. The combination of
these elements is affecting users’ perceptions and attitudes regarding the recommender systems
and the products recommended by them, but the psychological effects of these trends remain
unexplored. The current study empirically examines the effects of these elements, using a 2
(Recommendation Approach: Content-based vs. Collaborative-based, within) x 2 (Dimensions
Used to Generate Recommendations: 6 vs. 30, between) x 2 (Product Type: Experience Products
(fragrances) vs. Search Products (rugs), between) web-based study (N=80). Participants were
told that they would use two recommender systems distinguished by recommendation approach
(in fact, the recommendations were identical). There were no substantive main effects, but all
three variables exhibited two-way interactions, indicating that design strategies must be
grounded in a multidimensional understanding of these variables. The implications of this
research for the psychology and design of recommender systems are presented.
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1. Introduction
In an era of advanced Web technologies and a seemingly infinite number of products available
online, recommender systems are not simply a luxury add-on feature for ecommerce websites.
Instead, recommender systems have become a necessary and critical component of the online
shopping experience for both retailers and consumers. Retailers can use online recommender
systems to efficiently and effectively market their product selection to consumers, by both
predicting whether an individual user will like a particular item, as well as identifying a set of
items that will be of interest to an individual user (Degemmis et al., 2004; Sarwar et al., 2002).
Similarly, consumers can take advantage of recommender systems to find exactly what they are
looking for, thus bypassing the time-consuming and daunting task of browsing through vast
product offerings or discovering the appropriate search terms and then deciding which product
best matches their own unique needs. Additionally, when retailers properly harness the power of
these recommenders, consumers can opportunistically discover items that they were not
specifically looking for at that particular moment in time, but would like to purchase.
Recommender systems have three main components (Burke, 2002): (1) background data,
which is already in the system before the commencement of the recommendation process, (2)
input data, which the user gives the system in order to elicit a recommendation, and (3) an
algorithm that combines background and input data to generate recommendations. This study
focuses on the user’s perspective of the third component of recommender systems, specifically
on what type of recommendation algorithm is perceived to be most effective for generating
product recommendations, while considering the genre of product and the number of data points
or dimensions available to make these suggestions.
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First generation ecommerce recommender systems used similarities between the user’s
preferences and associated characteristics of products as the basis for their product
recommendations (e.g., book genres). In this product characteristic-based approach to
generating recommendations, the system suggested items that had characteristics that the user
was assumed to find desirable. For example, if a person ordered brightly colored clothes and
woolen clothes, the system could recommend a bright red woolen sweater. This approach was
oriented to the preferences of each individual user (Degemmis et al., 2004).
There are three types of characteristic-based recommender systems: content-based,
utility-based, and knowledge-based (Burke, 2002; Degemmis et al., 2004; Resnick and Varian,
1997; Schafer, Konstan and Riedl, 1999; Terveen and Hill, 2001). Content-based
recommendation creates each user’s profile based on the associated features of products that the
user has rated, and recommends items based on their matching associated features (Burke, 2002;
Degemmis et al., 2004). Utility-based recommender systems can account for non-product
attributes (such as vendor reliability and product availability), and generate recommendations
based on a computation of the utility of each product for each user (Burke, 2002). Knowledgebased recommender systems have knowledge about how particular items meet particular user
needs, and employ this knowledge to recommend items based on inferences about each user’s
needs and preferences (Burke, 2002).
Second-generation recommender systems focus on a more social approach grounded in
the preferences of other people rather than the characteristics of other products. The idea, called
social-based approaches, is that rather than attempting to classify products based on their
relevant characteristics, which may be unclear or ambiguous, one should ground
recommendations in the opinions of users similar to a given user. In essence, the more similar a
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person is to the target user, the more likely the system will recommend products that the person
liked to the target user (Degemmis et al., 2004).
There are two types of social-based recommender systems: collaborative and
demographic (Burke, 2002; Degemmis et al., 2004; Resnick and Varian, 1997; Schafer, Konstan
and Riedl, 1999; Terveen and Hill, 2001). Collaborative filtering aggregates users’ ratings of
products, recognizes correlations among users’ product ratings, and employs the product ratings
of similar users to recommend new items of interest to individual users (Burke, 2002; Degemmis
et al., 2004). Demographic recommender systems collect information about users’ personal
attributes, employ this demographic information to categorize users into demographic classes,
and make recommendations based on correlations among these groupings1 (Burke, 2002).

1.1 Richness of Dataset for Recommendations
Although characteristic-based and social-based recommender systems differ in how they
generate recommendations, both recommendation techniques are powered by background data,
which populates the system’s working memory before the commencement of the
recommendation process (Burke, 2002). Recommender systems vary in the size of this database
or the number of dimensions used to generate recommendations. Some recommender systems
may use a more extensive number of dimensions to generate recommendations, while others may
use a more limited number of dimensions to generate their suggestions. Although recommender
systems depend on a large dataset to generate recommendations (Burke, 2002), too many product
1

Additional system techniques are based on hybrid recommendation approaches which

combine two or more recommendation techniques to gain better performance with fewer of the
drawbacks of any individual technique (Burke, 2002; Degemmis et al., 2004).
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choices can be demotivating, as people have been shown to prefer a limited number of choices
(6) rather than a more extensive number of choices (24 or 30) (Iyengar & Lepper, 2000). This
conflict between the presumptive benefit of more data leading to more accurate predictions
versus the demonstrated dislike of too much data in a purchasing context suggests that the effects
of the number of dimensions on acceptance of recommendations is an open and important
question.

1.2 Search vs. Experience Products
In addition to the number of dimensions, another issue that could influence the selection of a
recommendation algorithm is whether the product is a “search” product or an “experience”
product. This distinction was first explored by Phillip Nelson (1970, 1974). Search goods, such
as cookware, house furnishings, carpets, cameras, garden supplies, and clothing, are products for
which full information can be determined by inspection prior to purchase. Experience goods,
such as food, drugs, toiletries, and books, are products for which full information cannot be
acquired prior to purchase and use of the product, or for which information search is more costly
and/or difficult than merely examining the product (Klein, 1998; Nelson, 1970, 1974, 1976,
1981).
Recommender systems are used for both search and experience goods. Because the
nature of product characteristics differ in the two cases—the characteristics are hidden with
experience products and are clear for search products—perceptions of recommended products
could be affected by using characteristic-based vs. social-based algorithms.

1.3 Motivation for the Current Experiments
One of the key hallmarks of Web 2.0 interfaces (Web 2.0, 2009) is the leveraging of a large
number of users to influence the behavior of a web application. One of the best examples of this
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leveraging is social-based recommendation. Although social-based recommendations started
emerging in the mid-1990s with such systems as GroupLens (Resnick, et al., 1994) and
Ringo/Firefly in 1994 (Lambert, et al., 2005)2, many of the other aspects of Web 2.0 only began
to appear at the turn of the century (the term “Web 2.0” was coined in 2004). Social-based
recommender systems are typical Web 2.0 applications.
Of course, one cannot assume that Web 2.0 approaches are always better than previous
approaches. Therefore, it is important to ask when it is better to leverage the knowledge of other
users versus rely on the characteristic-based metrics powering the initial instantiation of online
product recommenders. This study investigates in what situations it is more appropriate to use a
recommender system based on social data rather than characteristic similarities (collaborative
filtering vs. content-based recommendation) with respect to both the size of the system database
used to generate the recommendations (large or small number of dimensions) and product type
(experience good vs. search good). All of these eight possible combinations of ecommerce
recommender systems have already been deployed without a systematic controlled experiment to
either verify or challenge their fundamental assumptions and design choices in terms of their
impact on users’ liking and purchasing attitudes toward the recommended products. Users’
perceptions of the quality of these systems and how these systems make users feel also remains
an unexplored territory. The current experimental research addresses these issues for the
psychology and design of future product recommender systems.

2

While the Information Tapestry project (Goldberg, et al., 1992) was arguably the first

collaborative filtering system, it did not obtain significant visibility.
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2. Related Work
2.1 Techniques Used to Generate Recommendations
Existing literature on and the deployment of these recommender systems primarily focuses on
collaborative-based and content-based recommendation techniques (Balabanovic and Shoham,
1997; Degemmis et al., 2004; Pazzani, 1999; Shardanand & Maes, 1995). Collaborative filtering
is the most well-known and widely used recommendation technique to date (Burke, 2002;
Degemmis et al., 2004). The strengths of collaborative filtering systems lie in their adaptivity
(ability to improve over time as they aggregate ratings of objects), ability to identify “cross-genre
niches,” functioning without knowledge of the product domain, and requiring only implicit
feedback from users (Burke, 2002). However, collaborative filtering recommender systems also
have drawbacks. Collaborative filtering exhibits both the new user ramp-up problem, in which
new users who have only rated a few objects are difficult to categorize and compare to other
users, and the new item ramp-up problem, in which new items that have not received many
ratings cannot be easily recommended to users (Burke, 2002; Konstan et al., 1998). Additionally,
using collaborative filtering can be problematic because it depends on a large historical dataset to
ensure that there is overlap in ratings across users. Accordingly, collaborative filtering only
works well when there are many users who rate a small and static set of items (Burke, 2002).
Because collaborative filtering relies on overlap in users’ tastes, this recommendation technique
does not work well for “gray sheep” who straddle the fence between groups of users (Burke,
2002; Claypool et al., 1999). Examples of recommender systems that use collaborative filtering
(Burke, 2002) include GroupLens/ Net Perceptions (Resnick et al., 1994), Ringo/Firefly
(Shardanand & Maes, 1995), Tapestry (Goldberg et al., 1992) and Recommender (Hill et al.,
1995).
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Content-based recommender systems exhibit similar strengths as recommender systems
that use collaborative filtering, except content-based recommender systems cannot identify
cross-genre niches (Burke, 2002), and have no way of generating “serendipitous finds”–
recommended products that the user has not necessarily seen nor indicated liking previously
(Shardanand & Maes, 1995). However, content-based recommender systems are not prone to the
new item ramp-up and “gray sheep” drawbacks of collaborative filtering (Burke, 2002). An
example of a content-based recommender system is NewsWeeder (Lang, 1995), which is a
newsgroup filtering system that uses the words in the texts as the associated features of the texts
(Burke, 2002).
Both collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation techniques are widely
used in various arenas, but the comparative research in this domain is devoid of a focus on users’
purchasing behaviors, as well as their attitudes toward and perceptions of these systems during
usage in differing contexts. Knowledge of the advantages and drawbacks between these two
recommendation methodologies according to data mining and algorithm design has advanced
with a multitude of research. However, there is still a lack of experimental psychological
research tackling fundamental questions concerning when to use social or characteristic-based
data and their implications on the user experience. It is critical to fill this dearth with empirically
grounded research to inform the use of social or characteristic-based data in the design of these
recommender systems.

2.2 Number of Characteristics Used to Generate Recommendations
The quality of recommendations generated by both collaborative filtering and content-based
recommendation is dependent upon having a large dataset (Burke, 2002). Recommender systems
with larger data sets can better match a user with similar users (as in the case of collaborative
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filtering), or better match a user’s preferences with the associated features of a product (as in the
case of content-based recommendation). For users, systems with a greater number of dimensions
may be perceived as having a more thorough and nuanced understanding of the data, leading to
perceptions of better performance.
On the other hand, a recommender system that uses a large number of dimensions may
actually lead to negative perceptions of the recommendations that are provided. For example, an
experiment conducted by Iyengar and Lepper (2000) revealed that people are more likely to
purchase products or undertake optional assignments when they are offered a limited array of 6
choices as opposed to a more extensive array of 24 or 30 choices. Additionally, participants in
this study also reported greater satisfaction with their selections when they received a limited set
of options from which to choose. If the system’s dimensions are perceived as criteria that the
user, as well as the system, must process, a larger number of dimensions might lead to less
satisfaction (although there is clearly a difference between the number of dimensions and the
number of recommendations based on those dimensions). Furthermore, a recommender system
that bases its recommendations on an extensive number of data points may raise user
expectations, which in turn will make bad choices more salient than good choices (Reeves &
Nass, 1996). Investigating these issues will increase the understanding of whether the amount of
data used to construct recommendations based on either collaborative filtering or content
similarities affects perceptions of the quality of the recommender system and its
recommendations.
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2.3 Product Type Recommended
In addition to investigating differences in uses of recommendation techniques and the number of
dimensions used to generate recommendations, our research examines differences in
recommending search goods as compared to experience goods.
Minimal research on the applicability of the search/experience framework to the
information search process has been conducted (for exceptions, see e.g., Klein, 1998; Maute and
Forrester, 1991). Nelson (1970) predicted that the recommendations of others would be used
more for purchases of experience goods than search goods. However, with new search
technology and recommender systems, it is unclear if this remains the case. Klein (1998)
suggests that new media will provide information for search goods that is more accessible, more
customizable, and less costly, while at the same time, new media will enable experience goods to
“virtually” turn into search goods, by allowing consumers to obtain important product
performance information prior to purchase.
This study investigates whether recent advances in recommendation techniques—
collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation—as well as the number of dimensions
used to generate recommendations, should be applied differently, depending on the type of
products that the website offers. More practically, given the type of products that a website offers
and given the amount of system data available, which type of recommendation system engine
will lead to increased consumer purchases and satisfaction with the overall shopping experience?

3. Study Design
3.1 Overview of Design
We conducted a 2 (Recommendation Approach: Content-based vs. Collaborative-based, within)
x 2 (Dimensions Used to Generate Recommendations: 6 vs. 30, between) x 2 (Product Type:
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Experience Products (fragrances) vs. Search Products (rugs), between) web-based, mixed-design
experiment.
Participants began the study by indicating their preferences via a set of 40 profile
questions, with different questions for fragrance participants as compared to rug participants.
After filling out the profile questions, participants were told that they would use two different
recommender systems for either rugs or fragrances, with both systems based on 6 dimensions or
both based on 30 dimensions. One system was (ostensibly) content-based and the other system
was (ostensibly) collaborative-based. As each system presented each product recommendation
with values on the appropriate number of dimensions, participants were asked to evaluate the
quality of the recommendation. After evaluating all of the recommendations ostensibly generated
by a given recommender system, participants were asked to provide overall evaluations of that
system.

3.2 Participants
A total of 80 participants (48 female, 32 male, mean age = 21.06 years, SD = 2.16) volunteered
and consented to participate in this study. Participants were recruited primarily through
university mailing lists, and were granted class credit or paid $10 cash for their participation in
this study. They were split evenly among the eight experimental conditions by random
assignment.

3.3 Product Type
Two types of products were recommended by the recommender systems. Half of the participants
used two systems recommending fragrances, an exemplar experience good whose qualities
cannot be determined until after purchase and usage. The other half of the participants used two
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systems recommending rugs, a prototypical search good whose qualities (such as color and size)
can be determined prior to their purchase on the Web.

3.4 Recommendation Approach
Each participant tested two recommender systems that were ostensibly powered by two different
types of recommendation approaches. The Content-based recommendation approach (ostensibly)
matched participant’s preferences with similar product characteristics in the system’s database.
The Collaborative-based recommendation approach (ostensibly) matched the participant with
people in the system’s database who had similar preferences. The order of presentation was
balanced for each between-participants condition.

3.5 Dimensions Used to Generate Recommendations
A set of either 6 (small) or 30 (large) data dimensions was ostensibly used to generate the
product recommendations for both the Content-based and Collaborative-based engines. These
amounts parallel the small and large number of product choices used in Iyengar and Lepper
(2000). In addition to referencing the number of dimensions in the introductions to the system,
the (ostensible) values of each of the dimensions were indicated for each of the recommended
items (see below).

3.6 Procedure
In the study invitations, participants were told that the web-based study about recommender
systems would require 30-45 minutes to complete and could be taken at their convenience. After
signing up for the study, participants were directed to the study website, where they read and
consented to the human subjects internal review board-certified terms of the study.
The participants began by answering profile questions. For fragrance (experience)
participants, the profile question was, “How much would you enjoy the flavors of the following
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foods?” followed by a list of foods (e.g., “coffee,” “teriyaki steak,” “curry”). For rug (search)
participants, the profile question was, “How much would you enjoy the look of the following
furnishings in your living room?”, followed by a list of furnishings (e.g., “glass cabinet,” “snow
globe,” “rocking chair”). We chose these questions because they were plausibly related to the
products to be recommended, but not so close that the subsequent recommendations would be
obviously right or wrong. For both sets of profile questions, the response scale involved five
options: “Dislike Very Much,” “Dislike,” “Neutral,” “Like,” and “Like Very Much.”
Participants’ responses were not considered in the remainder of the experiment (although
participants believed that the recommendations were based on their responses).
After completing the profile, participants were directed to the first of the two
recommender systems; order of the content-based vs. collaborative-based system was randomly
assigned and balanced across between-participants conditions. When participants arrived at a
given recommender system, they received the introduction explaining the recommendation
approach and number of dimensions used to generate recommendations: this constituted one
aspect of the manipulation.
The content-based system read:
“We are matching your food preferences with similar [fragrance/rug]
characteristics in our database. Based on the [fragrances/rugs] that match your
preferences along [6/30] dimensions, your [fragrance/rug] recommendations are
being generated. Please hit the ‘Next’ button when the progress bar reaches the
end.” [emphasis in original]

After the participants hit the “Next” button, the system read:
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“Here are male and female fragrances that match your preferences along [6/30]
dimensions.” [emphasis in original].

Conversely, the collaborative-based system read:
“We are matching you with people who have similar preferences in our database.
Based on the people who match you along [6/30] dimensions, your
[fragrance/rug] recommendations are being generated. Please hit the ‘Next’
button when the progress bar reaches the end.” [emphasis in original]

After the participants hit the “Next” button, the system read:
“Here are [male and female fragrances/rugs] that are recommended by people
who match you along [6/30] dimensions.” [emphasis in original]

To emphasize the differences between the two systems beyond their description at the
introduction to each system, the two systems were assigned a different color scheme and name
(Whiff-o-matic and Sniff-o-matic for the fragrances; Lush-o-matic and Plush-o-matic for the
rugs) to clearly differentiate them during usage and evaluation. To ensure that the differences of
name and color would not have an effect on our results, these assignments were balanced and
randomized within each condition.
Participants then received eight pre-selected fragrance or rug recommendations from each
recommender system. The sixteen total fragrance or rug recommendations given by the two
recommender systems were identical across participants, recommendation approach, and
dimensions used to generate recommendations.
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Each of the recommendations listed a product title, picture, and some accompanying
fragrance or rug notes (see Figure 1). Additionally, each suggested product was presented with a
percentage match with the participant (see Figure 2). Content-based participants saw “X% of the
characteristics you like match this [fragrance, rug]”, while Collaborative-based participants saw
“X% of people like you recommend this [fragrance, rug].” This sentence served as an additional
instantiation of the recommendation approach manipulation. The percentage matches for all
eight recommendations (94%, 91%, 87%, 80%, 77%, 73%, 63%, and 62%) were identical for all
eight recommender system versions. Each recommendation percentage match was augmented
with a radar graph with either 6 points for recommendations based on 6 dimensions or 30 points
for recommendations based on 30 dimensions. These images served as an additional instantiation
of the number of dimensions recommendation. In sum, for each system using a Content-based
Recommendation Approach, participants saw the phrase “your preferences” three times (twice in
the introduction to the experiment and once in the introduction to the recommendations), and
“characteristics” nine times (once in the introduction and once for each of the recommendations),
while there was no use of the term “people.” Conversely, for each system using a Collaborativebased Recommendation Approach, participants saw the term “people” 11 times (twice in the
introduction to the experiment, once in the introduction to the recommendations, and once for
each of the recommendations), while there was no use of the term “your preferences” or
“characteristics.”
Similarly, the number of dimensions appeared once in the introduction to the experiment
and once in the introduction to the recommendations. In addition, each time a recommendation
was made, there was a pictorial representation of either 6 or 30 dimensions for each of the eight
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products (see Figure 2). Thus, there were 10 instantiations of the number of dimensions for each
system.
After evaluating the eight product recommendations from each recommender system,
participants were directed to a post-questionnaire where they evaluated that particular
recommender system and how they felt while using it.

Figure 1: Sample recommendation displaying product title, picture, and notes.

Figure 2: Sample percentage match indicator showing exact percentage by characteristics or
people and radar graph with 30 points.
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3.7 Measures
To examine our research questions, a set of dependent variables were derived from the
questionnaire using Principal Components Analysis.
Liking of the Recommendations: For each fragrance and rug recommendation,
participants answered: (1) “How much would you like this product?” (“Dislike Very Much” (=1)
and “Like Very Much” (=10)), and (2) “How likely are you to buy this product?” (“Very
Unlikely” (=1) and “Extremely Likely” (=10))—both on ten-point Likert scales. After removing
the most strongly recommended and the most weakly recommend items (leaving the second
through seventh items), the index was highly reliable (Cronbach’s α = .94).
User’s Positive Feelings: This index consists of four items from the post-questionnaire
that assess to what degree the participant felt upset (reverse-scaled), distressed (reverse-scaled),
irritable (reverse-scaled), and afraid (reverse-scaled) while using each system. Confirmatory
factor analysis indicated a single factor for both the Content-based (eigenvalue = 2.55) and
Collaborative-based (eigenvalue = 2.49) recommender systems; the items were combined into a
very reliable index (α = .86).
Intelligence of the System: This index consists of six items from the post-questionnaire
that assess to what degree the participant felt the system was intelligent, accurate, competent,
trustworthy, useless (reverse-scaled), and inaccurate (reverse-scaled). These adjectives and the
remaining measures were based on ten-point Likert scales (“Describes Very Poorly” (=1) and
“Describes Very Well” (=10)). Confirmatory factor analysis indicated a single factor for both the
Content-based (eigenvalue = 3.87) and Collaborative-based (eigenvalue = 3.66) recommender
systems; the items were combined into a highly reliable index (α = .92).
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4. Results
A series of 2 (Recommendation Approach, within) x 2 (Dimensions Used to Generate
Recommendations, between) x 2 (Product Type, between) mixed-model Analysis of Variance
(ANOVAs) were conducted to assess the effects of the three independent variables on each of
the three dependent measures.
For Liking of the Recommendations, there was a significant interaction effect for Product
Type by Recommendation Approach, F(1,76) = 6.32, p < .02, ηwithin2 = .08 (see Figure 3).3 For
Search products, participants liked the recommendations more when they were powered by the
Collaborative-based system as compared to the Content-based system; for Experience products,
there was no significant difference.
There was also a significant cross-over interaction effect for Product Type by Dimensions
Used to Generate Recommendations, F(1,76) = 4.39, p < .05, ηbetween2 = .06 (see Figure 3), such
that for Search products, participants liked the recommendations more when they were based on
the smaller number of dimensions (6) compared to the larger (30), while for Experience
products, participants liked the recommendations more when they were based on the larger
number of dimensions (30) as compared to the smaller (6). One main effect was an artifact of an
interaction: participants liked the recommendations more when they were generated with the
Collaborative-based recommender system compared to the Content-based one, F(1,76) = 14.11,
p < .001, ηbetween2 = .18. The main effect for Product Type cannot be interpreted because the
items and their descriptions are not comparable, F(1,76) = 6.29, p < .02, ηbetween2 = .08. No other
interaction or main effects were found.

3

Although the error bars are presented, they are deceptive in mixed designs (Estes, 1997; Loftus

& Masson,1994).
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Figure 3: Mean Values for Each of the Eight Experiment Conditions Regarding User Liking of
the Recommendations.
For User’s Positive Feelings, the results were consistent with the results for liking. There
was a significant cross-over interaction effect for Product Type by Recommendation Approach,
F(1,76) = 4.38, p < .04, ηwithin2 = .06 (see Figure 4). For Search products, participants tended to
feel better about the recommendations when they came from the Collaborative-based system as
compared to the Content-based system; for Experience products, participants tended to feel
better about the recommendations when they came from the Content-based system as compared
to the Collaborative-based system.
There was also a significant cross-over interaction effect for Product Type by Dimensions
Used to Generate Recommendations, F(1,76) = 11.33, p < .001, ηbetween2 = .15 (see Figure 4),
such that for Search products, participants felt better when the recommendations were based on
the larger number of dimensions (30) compared to the smaller (6), while for Experience
products, participants felt better when the recommendations were based on the smaller number of
dimensions (6) as compared to the larger (30). No other interactions and no main effects were
found.
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Figure 4: Mean Values for Each of the Eight Experiment Conditions Regarding Users’ Positive
Feelings in the Interaction.

The analysis for Intelligence of the System revealed a significant cross-over interaction
effect for Product Type by Dimensions Used to Generate Recommendations, F(1,76) = 5.91, p <
.02, ηbetween2 = .08 (see Figure 5), such that for Experience products, participants thought the
recommender system was more intelligent when it based its recommendations on the smaller
number of dimensions (6) as compared to the larger (30); for Search products, there was no
significant difference.
There was also a significant interaction for Dimensions Used to Generate
Recommendations by Recommendation Approach, F(1,76) = 10.88, p < .001, ηwithin2 = .14 (see
Figure 5). Collaborative-based approaches with 30 dimensions were perceived as much less
intelligent than the other three conditions.
The main effect for Product Type cannot be interpreted because the items and their
descriptions are not comparable, F(1,76) = 8.91, p < .01, ηbetween2 = .12. No other interaction or
main effects were found.
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Figure 5: Mean Values for Each of the Eight Experiment Conditions Regarding Perceived
Intelligence of the System.

5. Discussion
5.1 Summary of Results
One of the primary characteristics of the shift to Web 2.0 has been a dramatic increase in
recommender systems that are social-based—recommending products that people who are
similar to the user like—rather than characteristic-based—recommending products based on the
characteristics of products that the user prefers. Similarly, as the size of recommender databases
and the computational power of Web servers have grown, the number of dimensions on which
recommendations can be based has also grown. These two dimensions have been viewed solely
as a means to improve the accuracy of search product recommendations. Finally, while in the
early days of the Web, the natural products to sell were those whose attributes could be easily
verified by customers (i.e., search products), the developing trust in ecommerce now leads
consumers to buy products that cannot be evaluated until after use (i.e., experience products).
The first key result of this paper is that these technological changes in the basis of
recommender systems have psychological, as well as technical, impact. That is, although the
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recommendations were identical in all respects, participants believing that the recommendations
were based on similar people rather than based on preferred product characteristics reacted very
differently to the system. Similarly, although the use of 30 dimensions might seem a priori
superior to 6 dimensions, the relationship between liking of the recommendations, positive
feelings and even perceived intelligence of the system, and the number of dimensions was not
simple. Even more complex, feelings about these dimensions were influenced by the types of
products recommended, specifically whether the product characteristics were verifiable or not at
the time of purchase.
The second key result of this paper is that there are no simple answers to whether the
traditional or new versions of ecommerce sites are optimal. Instead, the key effects of all three
of the variables only occur in two-way interactions. Notably and surprisingly, there was a clear
tendency for positive outcomes when a first-generation aspect of the recommendation system
was combined with a second-generation aspect. For example, people like the system better and
feel better about using the system when the first generation of web products, i.e., search
products, was coupled with the second generation of dimensions, i.e., 30, and while the second
generation of products, i.e., experience products, was coupled with the simpler, first generation
of dimensions, i.e., 6. (This result seems to be inconsistent with Maute and Forrester (1991),
who found that people are more motivated to search for experience characteristics as compared
to search characteristics, suggesting that experience products would be more appropriately
described with a higher number of dimensions. Although future research should address this
seeming inconsistency, one key difference is that the current research is focused on search vs.
experience products as compared to search vs. experience characteristic within a product.)
Similarly, for search products, people liked the system more when it used a collaborative, Web
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2.0 approach. Finally, systems that combined collaboration with 30 dimensions were seen as
less intelligent.
The bottom line is that a “one size fits all” approach for product recommender systems
cannot satisfy users. For example, the recommendation technique must be adapted to the type of
product. Similarly, while designers and marketers of recommender systems are frequently
tempted to highlight the vastness of the data set and dimensions used to generate the
recommendations, the results from this study caution against doing so without a consideration of
the recommendation approach and the product type.

5.2 Open Questions and Extensions
A series of studies by Nass and colleagues has demonstrated that it works best to deploy multidimensional technologies with each dimension at the same level of technological development
(Gong & Nass, 2007; Nass & Brave, 2005; Nass, Brave, Takayama, 2006; Nass & Lee, 2001;
Isbister & Nass, 2000). For example, a synthetic face with a synthetic voice was clearly
preferred to a synthetic face with a recorded voice or a video face with a synthetic voice. How
can one reconcile these seeming benefits of inconsistency with respect to recommender systems
with this other literature? One possibility is that what is advanced from a technological
perspective may be less advanced from a psychological perspective. For example, while 30
dimensions may require much more complex and sophisticated processing from a technical
perspective, it may seem to reflect a shot-gun approach that is less sophisticated than the more
focused and carefully selected set of 6 dimensions. Similarly, while social-based approaches
require more complex statistical and analytic models than content-based approaches, they may
seem to reflect less “knowledge” of the products and less sophistication than the product-based
approaches. Future research should determine whether there is in fact a discrepancy between
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actual and perceived sophistication. Of course, alternative explanations for the seeming
preference for inconsistency should also be explored.
As recommender systems become ubiquitous as a result of the seemingly infinite
collection of products and services available on the web, the selection of the psychologicallyappropriate algorithm becomes critical. The current study selected one example of each of the
two dominant approaches: (1) content-based, which conducts a deep analysis of characteristics
and matches users with appropriate products and services, exemplifying characteristics-based
approaches, and (2) collaborative-based, which leverages the wisdom of other similar people to
suggest products, exemplifying social-based approaches. Future research should determine
whether one can generalize from these exemplars to the other approaches that are available:
utility-based and knowledge-based (characteristics-oriented), demographic (social-oriented), and
the hybrid approaches. Of course, these approaches cannot be evaluated without reference to the
number of dimensions used and the types of products to be recommended.
Another area for future research is assessing whether pre-questionnaires used to gather
information about users play an important role in perceptions about the quality of
recommendation output from various recommender engines with respect to the number of
dimensions used and the type of products to be recommended. In this study, the questions
differed for the two product domains, fragrances (Experience Products condition) and rugs
(Search Products condition), but the same question sets were utilized by the two different
recommendation techniques. Future work in this area can look at whether there are any side
effects deriving from user attitudes about the appropriateness of these questions for different
recommendation engines. For instance a question that seems intuitive for searching for a
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fragrance based on other people’s preferences might not have the same desirable effect if the
recommendations are to be purely based on characteristic matching by a computer.
While we selected products that were canonical exemplars of search and experience
products, future research should use a wider range of products and services. Another interesting
approach is to not differentiate search vs. experience by the nature of the products, but rather by
whether the descriptions of the products and services highlight characteristics associated with
search or experience qualities (Danielson, 2007). Similarly, while the choice of the number of
dimensions was informed by the consumer research literature, it would be useful to examine a
wider range of dimensions to uncover the critical cut-offs for differentiating user reactions.
Also, we chose 6 and 30 dimensions based on studies distinguishing a “small” number of choices
vs. a “large” number of choices. It will be important to determine if there are optimal numbers
of dimensions based on type of product, recommendation approach, or other characteristics; for
example, 30 dimensions may seem too many to be “searchable.” Finally, it is important to
determine whether different types and numbers of profile questions would be appropriate for
content- vs. collaborative-based approaches, 6 vs. 30 dimensions, or search vs. experience
products.
Another important domain of research involves the intersection between these high level
descriptions of recommendation approaches and the more detailed explanations of the decisionmaking process in complex systems discussed by Herlocker (e.g., Herlocker, et al., 2000) and
Tintarev (e.g., Tintarev and Masthoff, 2007), among others. This latter research is especially
critical in the context of recommender systems, where understanding the relationship between
product rating input and generated recommendation output can help users have predictable and
efficient interaction with the recommender system (Johnson & Johnson, 1993; Nielsen, 1994;
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Sinha & Swearingen, 2002). Specifically, having an explanation that provides transparency on
how the recommender system works can benefit users in many ways: (1) explanations provide
justification and reasoning for a recommendation, allowing users to decide how much confidence
to place in the recommendation; (2) explanations increase user involvement, allowing users to
complete the decision process with their own knowledge; (3) explanations educate users on the
processes used to generate recommendations; and (4) explanations make the system’s strengths
and limitations, as well as justifications for suggestions, fully transparent, leading users to greater
acceptance of the recommender system as a decision aid (Herlocker et al., 2000).
In our implementation, the system was presented to users as being extremely transparent,
in that it clearly described and emphasized both the (ostensible) recommendation approach as
well as the (ostensible) number of dimensions used in the approach. Future research should
examine whether the benefits of transparency might be outweighed by the complexity of the
interactions between the aspects of the search. Furthermore, depending on the amount of data
powering their recommendations and the particular product or service type, different
recommendation techniques may necessitate unique levels of transparency or feedback to the end
user as well as distinctive framing. This is another important area for future research.

6. Conclusion
Recommender systems have become a necessity for any website that has a significant number of
products or services to offer. The traditional—and appropriate—focus when deploying these
systems has been finding the algorithm that will most accurately and efficiently present the
optimal choices for consumers. The current research suggests that recommender systems must
also recognize that the choice of algorithm can influence how optimal the recommendations
seem, independent of their actual quality. Decisions concerning whether and when to use data-
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based or social-based approaches and whether, when it comes to dimensions, more is better or
“less is more,” must now be conditional on each other as well as the characteristics of the
product or service. While the lack of simple answers might seem a problem, the rich interactions
between these decisions present a powerful opportunity for differentiation.
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